
In February 1980, Sir Ian Gilmour gave a speech in Cam-
bridge entitled, simply, ‘Conservatism’.  The press seized
the text and billed it as a rebellion by a member of the
Cabinet.  Since then there has been no rebuttal from those
Conservatives who do not agree with Sir Ian’s views, even
though these views constituted an attack on the economic
policies of the government of which he is a member, and,
more seriously, an attack on its fundamental political prin-
ciples.

This government has very little to fear from the Opposition
or from by-elections.  The Labour Party is in utter disarray,
and, with its secure majority the Government can, if it
chooses, take unpopular decisions.  The only people it need
fear are its friends, its own supporters inside Parliament and
in the country who might well lose their nerve when the
realities of our economic position begin to be plain for all to
see as a result of this Government’s admirable policy of let-
ting reality break through.

There could well be a massive loss of nerve now that the
unemployment figures have begun to reflect the appalling
consequences of allowing the unions for many years to be-
have like an irresponsible monopoly without the legal re-
strictions that apply to the rest of the community.

For these reasons, it is worth considering why Sir Ian’s
views enhoy so much support in the Conservative party be-
fore examining his arguments in detail.

Mrs Thatcher was elected leader of the party because Con-
servatives decided at last to arrest what Churchill had once
described as the ‘long, drawling tides of drift and surren-
der’1 on the road to a Socialist state, tides which post war
Conservative governments had been only too willing to en-
courage.  She changed the fundamental emphasis of Conser-
vative policy.  Gone was the collectivist motivated desire to
achieve consensus at any price, gone was the futile pursuit
of social justice without considering how it was to be fin-
anced, gone was the pathetic scramble to pay danegeld to

any invader of the body politic who looked as though he
meant business, most notably big unions and big corpora-
tions.

In their place came a political philosophy founded upon a
passionate belief in the liberty of the individual, a convic-
tion that freedom is real and worth fighting for, that the first
principle of public policy should be the protection and en-
hancement of the liberty of the individual, that without it
there cannot be a prosperous and contented nation.

Although the country moved decisively towards Mrs.
Thatcher’s views at the last election, many Conservatives,
especially Sir Ian and his friends, did not.  They still seem
to look back with longing to the days when the country was
governed by the squirearchy, they still feel a little guilty
about being rich (those who are), still feel a little ashamed
of being poor (those who are), still find capitalism a difficult
word to pronounce with enthusiasm.

It is especially unforgivable for the rich members of society,
in an effort to assuage their own conscience, to encourage
the poorer members to demand more and more from the
State, and, in turn, to permit the State to grow and grow,
well beyond the bounds of reason.  The result of this desper-
ate attempt to provide for the every whim of the underprivi-
leged, often before the potential beneficiaries know they
need the commodity to be offered, is to sap the moral fibre
of the nation to such an extent that most people lose interest
in helping themselves and so lose their self respect.

The enormous growth in the State since the war, diverting
surplus wealth to public employment when other competing
countries were expanding their industrial efficiency by mod-
ernising investment is the result of this guilty failure of will
by the ruling class.  Solzhenitsyn saw it clearly in 1970.

‘‘The spirit of Munich is an illness of the will-power of
the well-to-do, it is the usual state of those who have
surrendered to the lust for comfort at any price, have
surrendered to materialism as the main aim of our life
on earth.’’2

To turn to the content of Sir Ian’s argument: although there
was nothing new in the ideas he put forward in Cambridge,
they have all apeared before in various publications he has
produced, his timing was provocative.  There were then,
more so now, signs that Mrs Thatcher’s policies are begin-
ning to succeed.  Abroad, she has pursued Britain’s interest
unashamedly and with marked success, notably in the EEC;
at home, she is trying to switch spending from the public to
the private purse, she looks for tight control of the money
supply to combat inflation, she keeps government out of
strikes, she proclaims the virtues of being British and so im-
proves our morale.  She takes herself, and encourages her
Ministers to take, courageous decisions with the success
they deserve, for example sending the SAS into the Iranian
Embassy; unlikely under the previous administration.

These policies have begun to encourage a new sense of re-
ality to enter into the national debate, in stark contrast to the
air of fantasy that has been encouraged by collectivist gov-
ernments since the war, both Labour and Conservative.  For
example: there are cases of groups of workers voting them-
selves smaller wage increases in order to preserve a greater
number of jobs.  This trend will continue if unemployment
rises.

Sir Ian feels that Conservatives should have no ideology of
dogma.  He describes the professing of such things as an
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